PERSPECTIVE PREVIEW

This Perspective, with supporting sections, is the work of a grandfather of 73 years who decided in mid-2010 to try to connect the many dots he had accumulated over his work-span, as fully described in Chapter 4, pages 141-256 of the Perspective. Three and a half years of research resulted in this DVD and, in the tradition of grandparents of any society passing on their knowledge to their grandchildren, this work product is directed to our next generation. The author doesn’t claim to have all the answers about “how the world actually works” and only offers this book as one perspective among many from which our next generation can consider, accept, reject, or modify to arrive at their own unique perspective of the world. The aim, here, given the profound warning signs ahead, is for our next generation to stop grazing (paying attention only to their immediate needs) and get their heads up. It is crucially important for them to start a coordinated investigative process about what is actually happening around them, who is actually pulling the strings, and how to maintain control of their own destinies as the unemployment level of their age group greatly exceeds the median and climbs ominously.

After much digging, this Perspective presents the case that a tiny handful of British and European families, coordinating with conspiring American Eastern Establishment families, are engaged in an unimaginable level of global criminality, with a high priority focus on destroying the solidarity of the American people, disempowering our next generations by subversion of American education, and orchestrating the “controlled disintegration” of the American economy, including crushing unemployment. The Perspective suggests that these British and European dynastic families are, in fact, a retarded, deadly, human sub-species—the last dregs left over from a lower order feudal age—concentrated in the City of London and responsible for a horrendous, unending series of crimes against humanity—and have been the long-concealed foreign enemy of the United States and the rest of the world’s populations.

The Perspective also presents the case that this concealed foreign enemy and its American minions are on their last legs because they have unwisely accelerated their long concealed scheme of “controlled disintegration,” accompanied by numerous shootings and bombings that have awakened Americans. This foreign enemy has two fatal vulnerabilities: its needs for: (i) public invisibility and, (ii) control of the U.S. military to enforce its concealed global schemes.

1. The enemy uses its near-total control of global media, education, and entertainment to maintain its invisibility with a high wall of false reality. But the accelerating social and economic stress to which it has subjected the American public by its massively fraudulent and destructive schemes, is dragging the enemy toward the light and explosive public wrath.

2. The enemy’s critically important control of the U.S. military is rapidly evaporating. The American, Russian, and Chinese militaries—in concert—have determined the wisdom of bringing to an end the families’ plans for fomenting a World War III and its New World Order pretensions and its murderous existence. Closing with the enemy has already begun.

The enemy hides behind authentic Judaism and, when attacked, will deceptively claim anti-semitism and hate crimes at work. Members of the enemy are not Jews in any way. They don’t have a religious or humanitarian bone in their bodies, only a lower order predator instinct.
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